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The following level of importance is placed on the ability to speak foreign languages 

amongst representatives of both the public and private sectors: 

 The study of a foreign language fosters more positive views and less prejudice toward 

others who are different. 

 Learning a foreign language will increase your employment opportunities. 

 Learning a new culture allows one to meet fresh and intriguing individuals. 

 Interacting with another culture allows individuals to get a deeper knowledge of their 

own. 

 Foreign language learning boosts confidence. 

 Foreign language classes are frequently cited by graduates as among the most 

important courses in college due to the communication skills acquired. 

 Foreign language proficiency makes international travel more convenient and 

enjoyable. 

 The study of a foreign language improves skills such as problem solving and coping 

with abstract notions. 

 Foreign language learning improves one's employment prospects in government, 

business, medicine, law, technology, the military, industry, and marketing, among other fields. 

 A second language increases your math and English skills, as well as your SAT and 

GRE scores. 

 As pupils learn a second language, their analytical skills improve. 

 Foreign languages give a competitive advantage in choosing a career: the ability to 

communicate in a second language is advantageous. 

 Foreign language learning improves hearing and memory abilities. 

 A person's participation in a multicultural world is more effective and responsible if 

they speak another language. 

 Foreign language learning provides a cultural and linguistic understanding of the past. 

 The study of a foreign language enhances one's understanding of his or her own 

tongue: English vocabulary abilities improve. 
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 The study of foreign languages educates and promotes tolerance for different cultures 

by fostering an appreciation for the relationship between language and human nature. 

 Foreign language study broadens one's worldview, broadens one's experiences, and 

makes one more adaptable and accepting. 

 Foreign languages broaden a person's perspective of the world and break down walls 

between individuals, which promote mistrust and anxiety. 

 Studying a foreign language will drastically alter your vacation experience. 

 As immigration expands, we must prepare for societal shifts in the United States. 

 Being as multilingual as feasible provides a significant edge on the global market. 

 Foreign language study is merely a component of a fundamental liberal education: to 

"educate" is to lead out, out of confinement, narrowness, and darkness. 

Foreign language abilities are also advantageous when it comes to making more 

reasonable judgments, keeping emotional distance, and seizing advantageous possibilities. 

According to the study "The Foreign Language Effect: Thinking in a Foreign Tongue Reduces 

Choice Biases," a foreign language provides a mechanism that takes people from their initial 

intuitive system to a more methodical style of thought. For the study, the researchers 

collaborated with students who spoke English and had studied Spanish. The experiment, 

which entailed making a financial choice, was carried out by one set of students in their native 

language, English, and another group in their foreign language, Spanish. The experiment 

investigated the likelihood that students would make profitable wagers based on the language 

in which they viewed their betting alternatives. While the inquiry was done in their home 

language of English, students thought emotionally and made rash conclusions. In contrast, 

they made a more logical choice during the Spanish-language exercise. As arguably the most 

crucial mechanism for this impact, the researchers determined that a foreign language elicits 

less emotional resonance than the native tongue. It has the advantage that decisions are less 

influenced by fear and opportunities are more likely to be taken. According to the research 

paper, the new findings are crucial to how people make judgments in a global society, where 

more and more individuals utilize a foreign language daily. While making professional or 

personal financial decisions, the ability to think in a foreign language might be quite 

advantageous. 

Foreign languages as a determinant in the development of the global economy 

In its IW Future Panel, the Institut der Deutschen Wirtschaft (Institute of the German 

Economics) likewise asserts that foreign language proficiency is a crucial economic success 

element. Traditional industrial sectors may only achieve success if they can withstand 

structural change brought about by megatrends such as globalization and the intensification of 

knowledge. Communication is the foundation of globalization and the deepening of 

knowledge; it must operate well across international borders for both processes to be 

successful. So, it is vital to have knowledge of different languages and cultures. We do not 

dispute, for instance, that translation software might be utilized as a first assist while 

composing business communications. They do not, however, render the study of languages 

unnecessary. Even programs marketed as employing artificial intelligence are mostly suited for 

translating factual content. For instance, they do not comprehend emotions, which might lead 
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to awkward misunderstandings. You require linguistic abilities to be able to verify translations. 

Translation applications are a disruptive influence in oral business communication, as is 

obvious to anybody. First speaking or typing into the app, then hearing to or reading out the 

translation before the other person answers in kind — talks quickly take three times longer. 

Not to add that this attitude is not exemplary of professionalism. Only those who can 

effectively communicate themselves while being cognizant of cultural differences can achieve 

their objective and grow professionally and emotionally, whether as a team member or leader. 

Learning a second language also fosters soft skills such as empathy, which are essential for 

strong employee interactions, tolerance, and respect, and increases flexibility to new 

workplace cultures. 

Linguistic competencies so important for careers. There is no longer a requirement for 

professional skills for everyone seeking a career today. In recent years, soft skills such as 

general communication skills, networking, cultural awareness, and presenting abilities have 

grown increasingly valuable. Nevertheless, there are vital skills such as digital capabilities. In 

the context of a worldwide economy, the willingness to pursue an international career is also 

desirable, and participation in relevant continuing education programs, such as company 

language classes, is encouraged. 

In order for civil servants to learn the language effectively in a short period of time, the 

following methods should be used : 

• 1. Start with short, simple dialogues 

• 2. Focus on comprehensible input 

• 3. Study pronunciation very early on 

• 4. Read wisely, not widely 

• 5. Start speaking early 

• 6. Immerse yourself in the language 

• 7. Learn one language at a time 

• 8. Focus on real concentrated study… not cheap hacks 

• 9. Turn off the subtitles when watching TV 

• 10. Have a strong “Tolerance for ambiguity” 
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